
History Progression
Conceptual skills

CHRONOLOGICAL Knowledge and Understanding

KS1 LKS2 UKS2

Changes within  living memory. Where
appropriate, these should be used to reveal

aspects of change in national life

 Significant historical events, people and
places in their own locality.

● Sequence events in their own life
● Make timeline of own life

● Describe memories of key events in own
lives on a timeline

● Sequence significant events in history in
chronological order

● Sequence 3 or 4 artefacts or
photographs from distinctly different

periods of time
● Match objects to people from different

age

● Place the time studied on a timeline
● Place events from a period studied on a

timeline
● Use dates and terms relating to the

period studied
● Use dates and terms relating to the

passing of time
● Begin to date events, using BC and AD
● Sequence several artefacts from period

studied

● Know and sequence key events from
period studied, and place on a timeline
● Place period studied on a timeline in

relation to other periods studied
● Use relevant terms, dates and period

labels
● Sequence different times from the past

and began to make comparisons



Range and Depth of historical KNOWLEDGE

KS1 LKS2 UKS

Events beyond living memory that are
significant nationally or globally [for example,
the Great Fire of London, the first aeroplane

flight or events commemorated through
festivals or anniversaries]

The lives of significant individuals in the past
who have contributed to national and

international achievements. Some should be
used to compare aspects of life in different
periods [for example, Elizabeth I and Queen

Victoria, Christopher Columbus and Neil
Armstrong, Mary Seacole and/or Florence

Nightingale and Edith Cavell]

● Recognise the difference between past
and present in their own and others’ lives
● Find out about people and events
● Find out why people did things in the

past ● Understand why people did things
in the past and what the consequences of

events were
● Know about some similarities and
differences in ways of life at different

times

Pupils should be taught about:  changes in
Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age
Examples (non-statutory) This could include:

late Neolithic hunter-gatherers and early
farmers, for example, Skara Brae  Bronze Age

religion, technology and travel, for example,
Stonehenge  Iron Age hill forts: tribal kingdoms,

farming, art and culture

Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots
Examples (non-statutory) This could include:
Roman withdrawal from Britain in c. AD 410
and the fall of the western Roman Empire

Scots invasions from Ireland to north Britain
(now Scotland)  Anglo-Saxon invasions,

settlements and kingdoms: place names and
village life  Anglo-Saxon art and culture

Christian conversion – Canterbury, Iona and
Lindisfarne

the Viking and Anglo-Saxon struggle for the
Kingdom of England to the time of Edward the
Confessor Examples (non-statutory) This could
include:  Viking raids and invasion  resistance by

Alfred the Great and Athelstan, first king of
England  further Viking invasions and Danegeld

Anglo-Saxon laws and justice  Edward the
Confessor and his death in 1066

a local history study Examples (non-statutory)
a depth study linked to one of the British areas
of study listed above  a study over time tracing

how several aspects of national history are

Ancient Greece – a study of Greek life and
achievements and their influence on the

western world

the Roman Empire and its impact on Britain
Examples (non-statutory) This could include:

Julius Caesar’s attempted invasion in 55-54 BC
the Roman Empire by AD 42 and the power of
its army  successful invasion by Claudius and

conquest, including Hadrian’s Wall  British
resistance, for example, Boudica  ‘Romanisation’

of Britain: sites such as Caerwent and the
impact of technology, culture and beliefs,

including early Christianity

the achievements of the earliest civilizations –
an overview of where and when the first

civilizations appeared and a depth study of one
of the following: Ancient Sumer; The Indus

Valley; Ancient Egypt; The Shang Dynasty of
Ancient China

● Study different aspects of different
people and the differences between men

and women
●Find out about beliefs, behaviour and

characteristics of people, recognising that



● Identify differences and similarities
between ways of life at different times
● Know and recount stories and events

from the past
● Study change through the lives of

significant individuals

reflected in the locality (this can go beyond
1066)  a study of an aspect of history or a site

dating from a period beyond 1066 that is
significant in the locality.

● Find out about the everyday lives of
people in the time studied

● Use evidence to construct life in time
studied

● Understand and explain why people did
things and identify reasons and results of

actions
● Look for links and effects of why people

did things in time studied and begin to
suggest a reasonable explanation for some

events
● Compare an aspect of life with the same
aspect in another period and now (themes)
● Identify and explain key features and

events of time studied
● Develop a broader understanding of

ancient civilisations
● Study an ancient civilisation in detail
● Study change through the lives of
significant individuals across a theme

not everyone shares the same views and
feelings - Athenians and Spartans

● Examine and begin to explain causes and
results of great events and the impact on

people
● Write own explanation of a past

event(s) (holocaust) in terms of cause and
effect, using evidence to support and

illustrate explanation
● Compare beliefs and behaviour with

other times studied - Greece/Rome
● Find out about life in early and late

‘times’ studied and compare
● Know key dates, characters and events

of time studied
● Study an ancient civilisation in detail
● Compare and contrast ancient

civilisations Greece/Rome



INTERPRETATIONS of History

KS1 LKS2 UKS2

● Understand which stories and images
are fact and which are fiction

● Compare photos and images of people in
the past

● Compare adults talking about the past,
how reliable are their memories?

● Identify different ways to represent the
past using evidence and sources

● Identify and give reasons for different
ways in which the past is represented
● Look at evidence and begin to evaluate

the usefulness of different sources
● Look at representations of the period

(artefacts, photographs, images etc)
● Begin to use text books and historical

information

● Compare accounts of events from
different sources and begin to offer
reasonable explanations for different

versions of events ● Link sources and
work out how conclusions are arrived at
● Understand that different evidence will

lead to different conclusions
● Gather different resources and sources

to study
● Use books, internet and sources

confidently for research

Historical ENQUIRY

KS1 LKS2 UKS2

● Sort artefacts into ‘then’ and ‘now’
● Sequence artefacts

● Find answers to simple questions about
the past from artefacts

● Use a source to make simple
observations; ask who, what, where, when,

how and why

● Use a range of sources to find out about
a period

● Use evidence to build up a picture of the
past

● Observe small details in artefacts
● Choose relevant sources to present a

picture of time in the past

● Begin to identify and recognise primary
and secondary sources

● Use a range of sources to find out about
an aspect of life in the past, and

understand their usefulness
● Explain why and how these sources are

useful



● Select and record information, asking a
variety of questions to discuss

effectiveness of sources
● Use books and internet for research

● Select relevant sections of information
to ask and answer a variety of more

complex questions
● Suggest where there might be

omissions from a range of sources and a
means to finding out missing information
● Use books and internet for research

with increasing independence and
confidence

● Bring knowledge gathered from several
sources together in a fluent account

Organisation and COMMUNICATION

KS1 LKS2 UKS2

● Label items
● Write captions

● Write a simple report
● Annotate photographs / images

As KS1, also:
● Class discussions

● Select data to organise into a file or
report

● Work independently to create a
presentation

● Work in groups to create a presentation
● Display findings in different ways

As KS1 & LKS2, also:
● Use appropriate terms
● Match dates to people and events
● Plan and carry out investigations-
historical enquiry



Vocabulary (not topic specific)

KS1 LKS2 UKS2

timeline, today, yesterday, tomorrow, day,
week, year, past present, future, lifetime,

memory, old, new, sequence, calendar,
question, compare, reliable, represent,

archaeology, invention, local, source, artefact,
evidence, find out, monarchy, decade, century,

ancient, modern, long ago, generation,
opinion, living memory, era, period, historical,

belief, culture, tradition, interpretation,
investigate, explain, observe

relevant, BC and AD, civilisation, contrast, link, society, aristocracy, colony, conquest,
continuity, democracy, discovery, diversity, emigrant, immigrant, hearsay, invasion, settler,
traitor, treason, evaluate, consider, suggest, identify, secondary sources, relevant,
missionary, nation, monastery, revolt, sacrifice, republic, rebellion, revolt, sacrifice, secondary
evidence

HISTORY PROGRESSION- Knowledge (Lesson Enquiry Questions)

KS1 LKS2 UKS2

Cycle A -
Victorians

Great Fire of London
Chocolate- History of York

Cycle A -
WW2

Stone Age

Cycle A -
Ancient Egypt

WW1

Cycle B -
York

Abracadabra (study of a significant figure -

Cycle B -
Vikings & Anglo-Saxons

Cycle B -
Ancient Greece



Mary Seacole)
The 60s

Local History study?? Protecting what’s
precious - Study of York The Roman Empire and its impact on

Britain

Romans/Roman York- A  local history study

Slavery

Victorians
- What jobs did Victorian children do?
- What was life like in a Victorian

school?
- What did the Victorians invent and

what was the impact of their
inventions?

- What toys did Victorian children
play with?

- How did the Victorians celebrate
Christmas? Which of these
traditions do we still keep today?

Books:
A day in the life of a Victorian Child
Queen Victoria’s Knickers

Vocabulary:
Queen Victoria, Prince Albert, era, time

Vikings & Anglo Saxons Ancient Egypt

- What did the Anglo Saxons wear?
- What did they eat and drink?
- What sorts of things did the Anglo

Saxons do?
- Where did the Vikings come from?
- Where did they settle?
- Who were the Vikings and what did

they bring to York?
- What did the Vikings trade?
- Where does our image of the

Vikings come from?
- Were the Vikings warriors or

traders?
- What was life like in a Viking

settlement?
- How did a Viking invasion affect the

Anglo-Saxons?

- Who were the Ancient Egyptians
and where and when did they live?

- How was the civilisation of Ancient
Egypt created?

- How do you think it moved from
groups of farmers trading, to a
hierarchical social system?

- What are the titles and functions of
members of Egyptian society?

- Why were Gods so important to the
Ancient Egyptians? Can you identify
and explain some of their roles?

- Who was Cleopatra?
- Can you find out about the curse of

Tutankhamun?
- What can the artefacts found in

Tutankhamun’s tomb tell us about



period, culture, traditions, inventions, change,
mechanism, impact, timeline.
Great Fire of London

- What was the Great Fire of
London?

- When did the Great Fire of London
happen?

- What did Pudding Lane look like in
1666? What does it look like now
and how has it changed over time?

- What were houses built from, in
1666?

- What is an artefact? How are these
artefacts significant to the Great of
London?

- Who was Samuel Peppys and what
did he write in his diary?

- How did the Great Fire of London
start? How could it have been
prevented?

Books:
The Great Fire of London
Diary of Samuel Pepys

Vocabulary:

- What was life like before the
Vikings invaded?

Books
Viking boy
Myth and legend- Loki
Explore Vikings
There’s a Viking in my bed

Vocabulary
Viking, Lindersfarne, raid, settle, invade,
longship, longboat, shield, Norsemen,
Danelaw, Mercia, Pits, Scots, Monk, King
Alfred, Mythology, Loki,, Thor, Odin, Freya,
Anglosaxon,

the Ancient Egyptians?
- What was life like in Ancient Egypt?
- How were Ancient Egyptians ruled?
- How do you imagine people lived

5000 years ago?
- In what ways do you think the way

we live is similar and different to
the way they lived?

- How were hieroglyphs used?
- Why was the River Nile essential to

the Ancient Egyptians?
- What were Ancient Egyptians

beliefs about life after death?
- Why did the Ancient Egyptians use

the ritual of mummification?

Books:

Vocabulary
Pharaoh, Papyrus, Scribe, Amulet, Canopic
jar, Sarcophagus, Tomb, Afterlife,
Hieroglyphics, Mummification, Irrigation,
River Nile, Shaduf Sphinx, Oasis,
Egyptologist ,Ankh, Pyramid, Barter, Rosetta
Stone, Tutunkhamun.



Tudor house, King Charles II, London,
Pudding Lane, baker's oven, fire hook, fire
break, River Thames, buildings, materials,
wattle daub, fireproof, properties,
destruction.

York / Acomb (places)
- Which important places are there in

York? (Clifford’s Tower, The
Shambles, Acomb (our local area),

- How has Acomb changed over time?
- When was Clifford’s Tower built and

what happened there in the past?
- Can you identify the parts of a

castle?
Books:
Vocabulary: William the Conqueror, motte
and bailey castle, defence, execution, Dick
Turpin, timeline, prison, York Castle, moat,
Shamble.

Abracadabra (study of a significant
figure  Mary Seacole)

- Who was Mary Seacole and what
did she do?

WW1

- What event triggered the first
world war and when?

- What were the European power
blocks in 1914?

- What was the alliance system?
- Can you explain the ‘Arms Race’?
- What’s the meaning of

imperialism?
- What was life like in the trenches?
- Can you explain the significance of

the Battle of the Somme?
- What tactics were used during the

first world war?
- Can you analyse the veracity of this

quote, ‘Field marshal Hague was the
butcher of the Somme’?

- What would you experience in ‘No
Man’s Land’?

- What weaponry was used?



- When did Mary Seacole go to the
Crimean War and where does she
fit on our time line?

- What is an apothecary and when
was the first one opened in York?

- Why was Mary Seacole an
important person?

Books:

Vocabulary:
Mary Seacole, Crimean War, apothecary,
herbal medicines, ingredients, Florence
Nightingale, Jamaica, cholera, soldiers,
statue, boat.

The 60’s
- Who was famous in the 1960s?
- Who was Andy Warhol and why

was he famous?
- Who was Neil Armstrong and why

was she famous?
- Who was Bobby Moore and why

was he famous?
- What impact did the Beatles have

on young people?

- What is propaganda?
- Why did millions of Britons

volunteer to go to the trenches?
- How did Britain go from almost no

soldiers left alive to winning the war
with millions of men?

- What emotive messages did
propaganda publications use to
recruit?

- What are Pals’ Battalions?
- What are conscientious objectors?

Books: Warhorse

Vocabulary:
Trench, warfare, conscientious objectors,
propaganda, artillery, recruitment,
trenchfoot, weaponary, alliance, battle, allies,
enemy, European, bomb, plot, assasinate,
imperialism, Arms Race

Local History study: Protecting what’s
precious!

What’s precious about York?
(Summer 2022- Piloting a local community
project in partnership with University of
York and Merchant Taylors Hall)

The Romans and the Roman  Empire



Books:
Uncle Andy
Neil Armstrong: History Heroes

Little People, Big Dreams: Andy Warhol

Vocabulary:
Pop art, pop culture, musicians, exploration,
astronaut, Apollo 11, expedition, famous,
timeline, consumer.

What makes York great?
( York’s Chocolate Story / Joseph
Rowentree)

- Which important places are there in
York? Why are these places
important to York today? ( Nestle
Factory, York Minster)

- Who was Joseph Rowentree and
how did he change York?

Books:
Chocolate: The British Chocolate Industry.

Vocabulary:
Joseph Rowntree, housing conditions, Nestle

In the planning stages with partners.
Further info to be added at a later date.

- Is ancient Rome an evil empire or a
saviour of civilisation?

- Where is Rome?
- What is the significance of the

Colosseum?
- What was the role of slaves,

gladiators and soldiers?
- Who is Julius Caesar?
- Where was the Roman empire?
- When did it exist?
- How did it form?
- How did the Roman Empire expand?
- Who was Constantine the Great?
- Who was Nero and what was his

influence?
- Who was Mark Antony and what

was his influence?
- How did the Romans influence York?
- What Roman influence exists in

York today?
- Why did the Romans withdraw

from Britain?
- What influence did they have on our

view of history?

WW2

How did the aftermath of WW1 lead to
WW2?
What were the causes of WW2?
How did Hitler gain power in Germany?
How did Hitler win over the German public?
Why did Britain get involved in WW2?
Which countries were involved in WW2?

What was the Blitz like for people in
Britain
What was day to day life like during
WW2?
What was the role of women during
WW2?
How did WW2 affect  children?
What were evacuees?
Why were children evacuated?

What happened to Jewish people during



Factory, timeline, chocolate story, careers,
procedure, change, past and present.

- Are the Romans a reliable historical
source?

Books:
DK Find out Romans, Rotten Romans,
Eyewitness Romans, Escape from Pompeii,
The Romans quest: Escape from Rome

Vocabulary:
Romans, civilisations, ancient, gladiator,
colosseum, emperor, slave, slavery, invasion,
legions, source, caesar, empire, imperial,
republic, rebellion

WW2?
Who was Anne Frank?
What lessons can we learn from the way
jewish people were treated during WW2?

Books
Walter Tull Scrapbook (RfR)
Flossy Albright Secret diary
Letter from the lighthouse
Rationing book
WW2 First news
Friend or Foe

Vocabulary

Blitz, evacuee, treaty, rationing, battle,
chancellor, prime minister, dictator, facism,
jewish, nazi, allies, invasion

Stone Age Ancient Greece

What was the Stone Age?
How long did the Stone Age last?
What were the three periods of the Stone
Age?

- What is the difference between a
myth and a legend?

- Why do myths exist?
- Who were the Ancient Greeks?



What was life like during the Stone Age?
How do we know about the Stone Age?
How did people in the Stone Age get food?
What tools did they have in the Stone Age?
What are the similarities and differences
between the Stone Age and today?
Where did people in the Stone Age settle?
How did people from the Stone Age travel?
How did people in the Stone Age use
animals?
How are farmers different to
hunter-gatherers?
What can we learn from Skara Brae?
What was depicted in Stone Age cave
paintings?
What materials were used in Stone Age
cave paintings?
What were the belief of people during the
Stone Age?

Books:
Pebble in my pocket (RfR)
Blue John (RfE)
Stone Age Boy
The secrets of stonehenge

- What are the Greek gods known
for?

- How did the Ancient Greeks treat
their Gods?

- How is that similar/different to the
way people feel about their Gods
today?

- What can we learn about the
Ancient Greeks from the myths?

- What evidence is there to support
the legend of the minotaur/ troy and
the trojan horse?

- How have the Ancient Greeks
influenced our lives?

- Did the events of the Trojan Horse
story really happen?

- How significant is the legacy of the
Ancient Greeks for life today?

- Can you explain, using your
knowledge of Ancient Greek beliefs,
why stories became exaggerated
into legends?

- Why was Athens so strong in the 5
th and 6 th Century BC?

- Why were Athens and Sparta so
different?



Vocabulary:
Neolothic, Mesolothic, Paleothic, Skare Brae,
prehistoric, fossil, artefact, Stone Age,
ancient, civilisation, domesticated animals,
hunter-gatherers, primitive.

- How did a small Greek army with
the battle of Marathon?

- Can you compare the Persian
Empire and the Greeks? Consider
their strengths and weaknesses
(including battle tactics)?

- Who were the Persians?
- What evidence suggests that the

Persian Empire was the most
powerful at the time of the Persian
war?

- How did the Greeks view people that
didn’t speak Greek?

Books:
In the Shadow of Heroes

Vocabulary:
Parthenon, Marathon, Olympics,
Citizen,Tragedy, Agora, Hellenistic, Phalanx,
Aristocrat, Mythology, Column, Hoplite,

Slavery

- What was the life of Olaudah
Equiano like before being captured?



- How were slaves transported?
- Why did the slave trade happen?
- What was life like on plantations?
- Who was Harriet Tubman?
- What was the underground

railroad?
- What was life like for slaves after

escape?
- Who was Frederick Douglas?
- What has been the influence of

slavery on todays society?
- Who was Henry ‘Box’ Brown?
- Who was John Brown?

Books: Harriet Tubman, Olaudah Equiano,
Frederick Douglas, Henry ‘Box’ Brown, Fanny
Lou Hammer,

Vocabulary:
Slave, slavery, trade, plantation, the
confederation, abolish, Jim Crow Law


